
Tom McKenna, National Health and Safety Representative
The information is not legal advice. The materials only address Workers Compensation and Occupational Health and Safety. Nothing in this 

presentation supersedes the WCB Act. OHS Regulations and Policy.  There may also be Collective Agreement rights and obligations. This information is 
for CUPE use only, cannot be used in any other proceeding and is without prejudice and precedent to any labour relations matter, collective 
bargaining, grievance, arbitration, and WCB claim or appeal.  Each case is subject to the  fact pattern and to the changing jurisprudence. This 

information is subject to frequent changes in law, regulation and policy and will vary by both province and jurisdiction. The current law and policy 
should be reviewed as they change frequently. There were many changes to numbering in the BC Workers Compensation Act in 2020.
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While humour is incorporated in this Power Point, occupational health and safety 

is a very serious matter.  There were over 187 fatalities in BC in 2018.  Injuries to 

workers in precarious employment are increasing each year with very high rates 

of injuries and fatalities for younger workers.  Please see the “Injury Prevention 

for Workers in Precarious Employment & New and Young Workers 2018” CUPE 

Guide as well. 
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Risks to safety come 

in many forms.  

Safety starts with the 

Joint Health and 

Safety Committee



I. Overview of Presentation

• This presentation is a brief introduction to Health and Safety 

Programs and Joint Health and Safety Committees in BC.

• CUPE members are advised to also take the CUPE National 

“Health & Safety Learning Series” modules, the BC 

Federation of Labour Health & Safety Centre courses and 

the CLC weeklong Winter School courses.

• This introduction does NOT form part of the annual 

mandatory JHSC 8 hour training as required by WorkSafeBC 

(WCB) nor the new member JHSC training.

• This Power Point does not address small employers/Worker 

Representatives vs JHSCs.
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Addressing Problems cont’d.

➢Section 38(2) has also been amended to allow the WCB 

to unilaterally investigate and attempt to resolve any 

health and safety matter upon which a JHSC is unable to 

reach agreement.

➢Requesting a Prevention Officer to come and speak with 

the JHSC per Section 38 of the Act (see the WCB P.A.C.E. 

program).
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Addressing Problems cont’d.

➢Advising the Employer they must respond as per Section 

39 of the Act.

➢Ensuring the JHSC has the necessary resources per 

Section 42 of the Act.

➢Conducting a JHSC Committee Annual Evaluation – this is 

the easiest and most effective tool to ensure compliance.
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If you remember anything…

You should be able to come home from work 

without illness or injury.

Safety forms the foundation of the labour 

movement.

Safety is part of every orientation for new workers, 

including new jobs, changed jobs and work 

processes.

Safety is especially important for workers in 

precarious employment as they have much higher 

rates of injuries.
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